Herpes Simplex Virus Type-1 Infection: Associations with Inflammation and Cognitive Aging in Relation to Schizophrenia.
Most persons experience cognitive decline as they grow older. The term "cognitive aging," coined to describe milder varieties of cognitive decline, is likely to be due to multiple causes. Persistent or repeated infections of the central nervous system (whether subclinical or diagnosable) can cause damage to neurons directly or indirectly through inflammation resulting in incremental neuronal damage, thus eroding cognitive reserve. This possibility has not been considered widely. We evaluated the data linking persistent infection with herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) and cognitive aging by applying the Bradford Hill criteria. Despite inherent problems in establishing causal relations for chronic disorders, our analyses suggest plausible links. These studies are pertinent for patients with schizophrenia, who are particularly vulnerable due to disorder-related cognitive impairment. Further investigations are warranted to test a causal hypothesis, particularly prospective studies and intervention studies.